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If you haven’t caught on to one of SAP’s 
best-hidden secrets and undoubtedly one 
of the most robust and well-integrated 
tools for collaboration, this release of Jam 
should hit you right between the eyes with 
the obvious. Over the last 18 months, SAP 
has invested significantly into creating 
extensive functionality to Jam transforming 
it beyond a static collaboration tool to 
include a dynamic portal like look and feel 
where content and knowledge can easily be 
shared, stored and sought out. 

In this release, we see SAP’s effort to 
further fine-tune an already sophisticated 
application. As introduced in previous 
releases, SAP has progressively improved 
the navigation of Jam on its homepage, 
additional content pages and in groups. In 
this release, there are further improvements 
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SAP Jam takes Collaboration, 
Content and Engagement to 
Another Level in Q4

that are introduced. We will focus 
specifically on these key features and 
take a look at enhanced navigation and 
knowledge sharing functionality. We will 
also explore some key integrations to other 
SAP products into Jam. 

Enhanced Navigation 

To begin with, SAP Jam is unique in its user 
interface in that it allows the creation of 
content pages by users. This includes the 
creation of pages that can be easily navigated 
from the Jam landing or home page. With the 
1811 release, navigation to this content has 
been in improved in the following ways:
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Customizable Site Navigation 

Jam allows for the creation of a second level 
navigation bar from the homepage which 
links to different pages of content. This site 
navigation can now more easily be customised 
by creating links to both internal Jam content 
as well as external pages with a URL as seen 
here. 

It can also be configured as persistent so 
that the navigation around Jam and the 
different pages allows you to land back on the 
homepage from the navigation bar.

Group Page Tweaks 

Another way content and collaboration are 
shared in Jam is via groups. With this release, 
the group overview page header is made 
better by exposing group metadata and 
therefor providing a clearer insight to the 
purpose and scope of a Group. The overview 
page itself is allotted more space from which 
to share key content with the inclusion of an 
additional column available to utilise. 

Mobile Design 

Jam is available on the go and in the palm of 
your hand thus the latest improvements to

Homepage Design 

Also, the home page and any pages from 
home can be created and are supported 
with additional configuration and layout 
options. For example, the design of a page 
can include columns of content constructed 
by widgets which are now expanded to 
include six columns, rows which allow for 
background colouring as well as the ability 
to stretch background images to the full row 
width.  An improved design to the admin UI 
of the widget picker also aids in providing a 
more streamlined approach to customising 
Homepage design.

mobile navigation will be welcomed by mobile 
collaborators. These navigation improvements 
include a centrally managed menu that 
displays the icons upon first logging into 
mobile. Also, with the introduction of a menu 
re-ordering feature, company admins can now 
rearrange the default order in which badge 
icons and menus appear on all mobile users 
device. 

Additionally, from the mobile feed, when 
relevant content from a group catches a user’s 
eye, the user can now quickly access that 
content by simply tapping on the item directly 
from the feed.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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Improved Knowledge Sharing 

In addition to improving content display and 
navigation, this release contributes new 
features for more easily sharing and accessing 
knowledge. 

Knowledge Base Improvements 

As part of the knowledge base functionality 
of Jam, information can be created in article 
format. It is now possible to customise the 
title of the article with font type, colour and 
size. Once the article is written, it becomes 
available as a widget to be shared in a 
group. This widget can now be displayed in 
thumbnail, carousel and gallery views. 

As the knowledge base article functionality 
is enhanced further, and the article format 
providing a much better option for structured 
content, the knowledge base template 
therefor, will be retired in light of these 
enhancements from Q4.

Forum Posts 

Another way to collaborate and share 
knowledge is to create forums of discussion 
or ideas. These forums display as threads of 
information exchanged between individuals. 
With this release there are three key 
functionalities that elevate the forum post 
feature: 

• Auto-suggest forums when a user goes to 
  create a new forum - this way if the content   
  already exists, duplication can be avoided  

• Forum post subscription which allows users 
  to subscribe to the forum from the feed of a 
  group and automatically notified on activity 
  in that forum 

• Forum post read only which allows 
  administrators to turn off comments on a 
  forum once the topic has reached saturation

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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Message Content 

Jam allows for internal messaging to be 
exchanged on a one to one or one to many 
basis. These messages can be simple text-
based but can be enhanced with links and 
media that have been shared. Sometimes the 
content of such messages becomes relevant 
and important for other work projects or 
activities. Now, these messages can be made 
available to share into a group, including all 
the relevant media and links. 

Global Support with Localisation 

Businesses operate globally and in multiple 
languages and Jam allows for multilanguage 
support of content such as wikis, blogs or 
videos. Language can be automatically 
defined at the point of the content creation, 
and if multiple pieces of content are being 
shared for a particular region or in a particular 
language, they can be bundled together in 
that language. It is possible to then share the 
content, and have it display by default in the 
user’s preferred language.  

understand certain features and how to use 
them. In this release, only features in groups 
are supported.

SAP Integrations 

Administrative Enhancements & 
Deprecations 

Bringing about a full end to end solution that 
is also integrated into other SAP & third-party 
products, this release introduces two features 
in Jam to that end. The first is gamification 
with the use of Badgeville. Badges can now 
be given in Jam at the level of profile like the 
kudos that already existed there. Beyond 
recognition, Badgeville supports gamification 
through levels of achievement that allow 
employees to move in rank. These badges 
help drive employee engagement, motivation 
and progress towards their work activities in a 
fun and interactive way. 

Secondly, integration with SAP Enable Now 
allows for in-application help and training to 
support the use of features in Jam. Feature 
tours automatically appear to help users

Conclusion 

The level of detail and granularity of features 
introduced in this release demonstrates the 
maturity of Jam as a product. With Q4 2018 
features, SAP is simply enriching what is 
already a comprehensive and fully utilisable 
solution. 

Beyond the detailed features mentioned 
above, this release brings to Jam further 
enhancements to usability. 

• Autosave of custom home page 

Session expiration warning message 

• Recommendations improvements 

• Email Settings refresh 

• Search term reporting 

• Standardised external user naming 
convention 

• Improved bot integrations screen 

There are also general performance and 
platform improvements and the announcement 
that as of the Q1 2019 release the Twitter 
integration will be deprecated. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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How Can We Help?

Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across the UK, Northern Europe,
the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership position, however, goes beyond the borders and
constraints of other providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the value of
human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but are unsure of where to
   start.

• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and want a flexible support
   partner.

• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage of the quarterly
   innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.

• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support with your HCM processes.

• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your SuccessFactors system.

http://zalaris.co.uk/offices/

